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The Subtle Effects of LanguageAnxiety on
Cognitive Processing in the Second
Language
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Previous research has shown language anxiety to be
associatedwith broad-based indices of language achievement, such as coursegrades. This study examined someof
the more specificcognitive processesthat may be involved
in language acquisition in terms ofa three-stage model of
learning: Input, Processing and Output. These stages
were representedin a set ofnine tasks that were employed
to isolate and measure the language acquisition stages.A
new anxiety scalewasalso developedto measure anxiety at
eachofthe stages. Generally, signiffcant correlations were
obtained between the stage-specific anxiety scales and
stage-specifictasks (e.g.,output anxiety with output tasks)
suggesting that the effects oflanguage anxiety may be both
nervasive and subtle.

A large body of previous research has shown that affective
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variables, inclucling anxiety, attituiles, and notivation, influence
Ianguage achievement (Gardner, 1985; Gardler & Maclntyre,
1992, 1993a; Skehan, 1989, 1991; Spolsky, 1989). Some of the
strongest correlations between affective variables and achievement measures involve anxiety. However, Garclner (1985)
maintained that not all forms of anxiety would influence second
language learning: ". . . the conclusion seems warranted that a
construct of anxiety which is not general but instead is specific to
the language acquisition context is related to second language
achievement"(p. 34).
Language anxiety can be defined as the feeling oftension and
apprehension specifically associated with seconil Ianguage contexts, including speaking, listening, and learning. In the past few
years, research has shown that language anxiety is the speci-fic
type of anxiety most closely associated with second language
performance (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986; Maclntyre &
Gardner, 1989, 1991b). Two of the most com.monindices of
Ianguage achievement are course grades anil stanilardized proficiencytests; research consist€ntly has shown significant, negative
correlations between language anxiety and performance in these
indices of language achievement (Cl6ment, Gardner & Smythe,
1977, 1980; Gardner & Maclntyre, 1993b;Gardner, Smythe, &
Lalonile, 1984; Horwitz, 1986; Phillips, 1992; Trylong, 1987).
Horwitz et al. ( 1986)acknowledgethe negative effects oflanguage
anxiety on broad-basedmeasures such as course grades, but they
suggest that researchers shoulalstudy its more subtle etrec,s, that
is, the relation between langrrage anxiety and more specific processesinvolved in language acquisition and communication.
Whereas much of the research into the role of anxiety in
Ianguage learning has used broad-basedmeasures, a small number of empirical studies have examined the more specific, subtle
effects of language anxiety. In one such study, Steinberg &
Horwitz (1986) examined the effects of anxiety-arousal on the
content of descriptionsof TAT pictures given in the secondlanguage. They found that students who were rnade to feel more
anxious tended to be less interpretive in commenting on the
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e"'biguous scenes. MaclntJrre and Gardaer (1989) fowrd that
anxious students learned a list ofvocabulary iterns at a slower rat€
than less anxious students and had more difficulty in the recall of
previously learned vocabulary items.
These studies'results can be explained from a cognitive
psychological perspective. A good deal of reoearch hao suggested
that an:riety causes cognitive interference in perforning specific
tasks, such as those described in the previous paragraph. (See
Sarason, 1980; Schwarzer, 1986.) Eysenck (1979) offered a
reconceptualizatioz of anxiety in terms of cognitive interference.
He suggestedthat anxiety-arousal is associatedwith distracting,
self-relateil cogrrition such as excessiveself-evaluation, worrlr over
potential failure, and concern over the opinions of others; therefore, the anxious person has hiJher attention divided between
task-related cogrrition anil self-relateil cogrrition, making cognitive performance less efficient. This theory is able to explaia the
negative effects observed for language anxiety.
Eysenck ( 1979)further postulated that anxious students are
aware ofthis interference and attempt to compensateby increased
effort. Thus, anxiety may facilitate perfornance in caseswhere
the iacreased efrort more than compensat€sfor the reduced efficiency ofthe cognitive processing. This type ofresult, however, has
not been observed very often in empirical studies of language
learning (cf. Chastain, 1976; Kleinmann, 7977\,likely because
the majority oflanguage Iearning tasks useil il previous research
havebeenquite complex(Maclntyre& Garilner, 1991c).Of course,
even when anxiety appears to facilitate or at least not to impair
performance, one must consider the degree of effort invested in
that performance. For example, it has been reported that anxious
language students study more than relaxed students but their
achievementdoesnotreflectthat effort (Horwitz et aI., 1986;Price,
1991).
Some of the more subtle effects of language arxiety to which
Horwitz et al. (1986) refer might be demonstrated by considering
morethanjust overt performance.Eysenck(1979)notedthatmost
anxiety research is focused exclusively on the quality of perfor-
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mance and may overlook effects in other areas. A more complete
analysis of the subtle efects of language anxiety woulcl include
speci.ffctask performance and the cognitive activity preceding that
performance. A model offereil by Tobias (1979, 1986)provides a
usefirl way to begin to acltlressthis issue.
Tobias' model describes the effects of anxiety on learning as
eeen in three stages: Input, Processing, ancl Output. Although
Iearning is a continuous process,Tobiag' model draws the dietinctions a:nong the stages in order to isolate and explain the effects
of anxiety. Tobias ( 1986) noted that these stageg are somewhat
arbitrarily defined, in that sharp distinctions a:nong them are
ilifrcult to make, such as specirying the point at which one stops
and the next one starts. Nevertheless, this model can be applied
to study the roots of the effects of Ianguage anxiety.
The Input stage is meant to illustrate the learne/s first
experiences with a given stimulus at a given time. Input is
concernedwith the initial representation of items in memory. At
this stage, external stirmuli are encountered and internal representations are made; attention, concentration, and encodingoccur.
Becausefewer items are available for processingor later retrieval,
anxiety-arousal at this stage has an i:npact on all subsequent
stages,unless the missing input can be recovered. For example, in
secondlanguage learning, difficulties may arise ifthe language is
spoken too quickly or if written material appears in the form of
complex sentences. Anxious students may ask for sent€ncesto be
repeated more often or may have to reread text several times to
compensate for missing inpul.
The Processingstage involves the cognitive operationsperformed on the subject matter: organization, storage, and
assimilation of the material.. This stage iavolves unseen, hternal
manipulations of items taken in at the Input stage. Therefore,
latency is the primary indicator ofactivity at the Processingstage.
Tobias ( 1986)sWgest€d that anxiety impairs cognitive processing
on tasks that are more difficult, more heavily reliant on mernory,
and more poorly organized. Each ofthese increasesthe demands
on processingtime. In seconillanguagecontexts,the time taken
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to understand a message or learn new vocabulary iterns would
indicate activity at this stage.
Output involves the proiluction of previously learned naterial. Performance at this stage is highly dependent on previous
stages, in terms of the organization of the output and the speed
with which items are retrieved fmn memory. It is at this stage
that language learners are requireil to denonstrate their ability to
use the seconil language, Performance at the Output stage can be
measured by test scores, verbal production, and the qualities of
free speech. Students who report "freezing" on tests (Horwitz et
aI., 1986)clain that the material has beenlearned but that their
test performance doesnot reflect that learning. Ttris would be a
good example of interference at the Output stage.
The use ofthe term slogesin Tobias'(1986)model should not
be taken to mean that Iearning occurs in discrete sections. AIthough Tobias bonowed the terms stages,input, preessing, and
output fuom descriptionsof computer processingof irrformation,
the use of these terms in this model seems to correspond more
closely to developmental psychologists' use of the tnrm stages of
in children (Srnith, Sarason,& Sarason, 1982). In
d.eueloprnent
any event, the stagesthemselves may not have clear dividing lines
that separate one from the other, and parts of the Input stage
night not be complete beforeprocessingbegins. In communicative
situations, for example, the meaning of a messagemight be clear
beforethe messagehas been completelyilelivered.
A study by Maclntyre and Gardner (1991b)employedTobias'
(1986) model in an investigation of the effect of anxiety on input
and output in both native and second languages. They used
memory for numbers as a measure of performance at the Input
stage ald scoreson a vocabulary production test as a measrne of
performance at the Output stage. They observed sig:nifcant
correlations between language andety and secondlanguage performance at both the Input anil Output stages. In a later
experinental study, Maclntyre and Gardner (in press) used a
video camera to arouse anxiety during a vocabulary learning task
that had been divided into the Input, Processing,and Output
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stages. They found that the anxiety arouseil by the video camera
reiluced the participants' performance, particularly at the Processing and Output stages.
Tobias ( 1986)notes that the stagesare, however, interdependent. Each stage depenclson the successfrrl completion of the
previorx one. For example, difficulty in performance at the Output
stage m.aybe causeclby deficits created at the Input or Processing
stages. Therefore, the negative correlation between language
aaxiety and second language production observed in previous
studies might be indicative ofproblems at any ofthe tluee stages.
The current study extendsMaclntyre and Garilnefs (1991b)
study and offers a more complete analysis ofthe types oflanguage
learning processesthat might be affected by language anxiety. To
accomplishthis, we developedspecifictasks that examinecllanguage learning in terms of the input, processing, and output
components. Sometasks followed students' performance through
more than one of the stages, thus permitting exanination of the
interaction of the stagesoflearning.
This study was correlational in design, treating language
anxiety as a stable individual difference in order to exa.minethe
spontaneous variation among students. It shor:ld be noted that
correlations involvilg such specif.c tasks are somewhat attenuated becauseattention is being directed to very specific processes
at a given moment rather than to the more conspicuous,cumulative effectsof these processes.
By extension,Tobias'(1986)modelnight suggestthat anxiety itselfcan be measured at each stage. Maclntyre and Gardner
(1991c)noted that existing scalesof languageanxiety have been
primarily focusedon output. To ad&ess this issue,we developed
a new anxiety measure structured arould Tobias' three-part
model. The new measure attempts to take into account the role
played by anxiety at eachofthe three stages,with items referring
to input, processing,and output.
Method
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Participants
The participants in this study were recruiteal from firet-year
cred.itcoursesin French-as-a-second-languageat a large, monolingual (English) Canadian university. A total of 9? etualents
volunteered (73 females and 24 nales) for the study following a
brief in-class presentation. Only students with English as their
native language were recruitd ancl all participants were paid a
participation fee of$15 upon completionof the study.
Materials
LanguageAnxicty Measures
We developedthree scalesto focuson the stagesoflearning
iclentifeil by Tobias (1986). Each six-item scale inclucledthree
positively worded and three negatively worded items. The items
are presentedin Appendix A.
Input Anxiety. This scalerefers to the apprehensionexperienced
when taking in information in the secondlanguage(o=.?8).
ProcessingAttxiefy. This scalerefers to the apprehensionexperienced when learning and thinking in the second language

tu=.72).
Output Aniety . Ttris scalerefersto the apprehensionexperienced
when speaking or writing in the secondIanguage (c=.78).
To assessthe validity of the new scales,the following neasures of language anxiety were also adrninistered:
French Class Anxiety (Gardner, 1985). This 8-item scale
assessedthe degree to which the respondent felt nervous during
Frenchclass(o=.91).
French UseAnxiely (Maclntyre & Gardner, 1988). This 8iten scalemeasured the degreeto which responilents felt anxious
using French outsidethe classroom(c=.90).
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Table1
CorrelationsAnong the Measuresof I'anguageAnticty
French
French
Output Class FLCAS Use
Input Processing
Input
Processing
Output
FrenchClass
FLCAS
FrenchUse

1.00
.77*
.64*
.67*
.624

.u*

1.00
.67*
.69*
.64*

1.00
.82*
.81*
.72+

1.00
.91*
.78*

1.00
.79*

1.00

FLCAS=lYench Language Class Anxiety Scale
*p<.001.

Foreign Language Classrunm Anxiety Scale (FLCAS, Horwitz et
aI., 1986). This 8-item scale, a short form of the S3-item
FLCAS (seeMaclntyre, 1992), assessedthe degreeto which
the respondentfelt anxious during languageclass(o=.90).
We computed correlations to examine the validity of the
input, processing,and output anxiety scalesin relation to existing
scalesoflanguage anxiety (Table I ). The correlations among all ei:
scaleswere positive and significant, suggesting that students who
are anxious in one context (e.g., in French class) likely will be
anxious in other contexts (e.g., using French); stuilents who
experience anxiety at one stage (e.9., input) Iikely will be anxious
at the other stages as well.
Actual Achievement
Course Grades. Final grades were used as a measure of
attained proficiency. To obtain the grades, students were asked at
the tine of the testing to sign a releaseform allowing the researchers to obtaia the final mark for the students from the Departnent
of Flench. The final grades were available for 94 of the 97
participants (three individuals did not sign the release form).
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Performante Measures
Each of the following performance measures was chosen to
provide scoresfor one or more of the stages. These acoreswere
classified according to the relevant stage as follows: scoresbased
on the proiluction of French were classifiecl at the Output stage,
scoresmeasr[ing the time spent studying or responiling to a teet
were consideredProcessing,anil scoresthat required very basic
recognition or rapid, sinple repetition (without comprehension)
were classifieilas Input scores.
Three measuresrepresentedthe Input stage:
Word Span. Nouns were flashed rapidly on the conputer
screen(onesecondeach)in strings ofbetweenfour and nine words.
HaIf of the strings were composedof familiar words (e.g.,le uerre)
and half with unfaniliar worils (e.9., le seigle) taken fron lists
providedby Desrochers(1980). Participants were askedto repeat
the strings as accurately as possible. Scoreswere ssYnputedby
coulting the nu.nber ofwords repeatedin their correcborder.
Digit Span. Twenty-four strings ofrandom digits were read
fron a tape recordingat the rate ofone digit per second.When the
string was finished, subjects were iastructed to write as many
digits aspossiblein their correctposition in the string (d. Maclntyre
& Gardner, 1991b).Halfthe strings were reatl in French anil half
in English. The strings varied fron four to nine cligits in length.
The number of digits in their correct position were counted separately for the French Digit Span and the English Digit Span.
T-scope. Participants used the computer mouse to indicate
whether a word presented on the comput€r screen,representing a
nnmber from one to niae, was a French word (e.g.,deur) or art
English word (e.g.,ruo). Halfthe wordswerepresentedin English
and the other half in French. A total of 48 French and 48 English
items were presented at ranilom. The number of worcls correcbly
identified as English or French were counted (Score)ancl the time
taken to respond correctly was recorded by the computer (Latency).
The following three tasks provided the measures of the
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Processing stage. (For clarity, it should be noted that the Paired
Associates Learning task combines measures of the Processing
antl Output stages.)
French Achieuement. The 100-item, multiple-choice French
AchievementTest (cf. Gardner & Maclntyre, 1993b)was a,t"ninistered in the current study, with a time li mit of25 minutes. The t€st
is focusedprimarily on gra'nrnrr elements. For eachiten, participants circled the correct answer from a list of four alternatives.
The test doesnot require the production ofFrench and we therefore considered it to be primarily a processing task.
Paragraph Ttanslntinn. Fifteen lines of a moderately difficult, poeticpassagein French(Rilke, 1937,p. 113)were presented,
one line at a time, on the computer screen. A 5-minute time limit
was imposed. Instructions encouragedsubjectsto moveback anil
forth to reinput infornation as a meansto maximize accuracy. The
translations were scored by an ildependent, bilingual jufue.
Responseswere provided in English, therefore, the scoresreflect
the processing,rather than the output, ofFrench material.
Paired Assuiates Learning. FollowingMadntyre and Gardner
(in press), 16 relatively unconmon English-French nourr pairs
were presented on the computer. Participants could study each
noun for as long as they wished and this ti.mewas recorded (Study
Time). After each noun had been presented three times, participants were tested for their recall of the French noun when
prompted by its English translation. Both the accuracy(Score)
and latency(TestTime) ofthe responseswererecorded.F ollowing
the test, participants could chooseto further study the nouns (up
to a maxirnum of three more presentations of each noun) and this
time was recorded. A secondtest, similar to the first, followed.
Again, the score and latency for this test were recorded. The
Iatency measuresrepresent the Processingstage and scoresfor the
tests represent the Output stage.
Finally, besidesthe test scoresfron the paired associates
learning, the following three tasks measured the Output stage:
Thing Category. ParticipanLs were asked to write down as
many elementsofa categoryasthey couldthink of(e.g.,adjectives
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that describepeople),with three categoriesin English and three in
French (Maclntyre & Gardner, 1989). One minute was given for
each category, The nu:nber of words produced in each language
provide the scoresfor this test. Ttris test involves the proiluction
of French and therefore represents the Output stage.
Chze Test (cf. Gardner & Madntyre, 1993b). A paragraph
was presented on the comput€r with every fifth word replaced by
a blank, with a total of25 blanks. Participants were given a 56i1u161i6g li mit and could complete the blanks in any order. The
responses were scored.by an independent, bilingual jufue. The
nr:rnber of blanks filled in with an appropriate French item
proviiled the score.
Self-Description Participants were asked to describe thenselves for one minute in English and one minute in French. Half
were to begin with the French version and halfwith English. Their
responses were recorded on cassette tape. The number of ideas
expressed in each language as well as the nunber expressed in
both languages(i.e.,the overlap)werecountedby an indepenilent,
bilingual jufue. That judge also rateil the speechquality of each
description along the following dimensions (cf. Young & Gardner,
1990):Fluency (degreeof fluidity in the speech),SentenceComplexity (use of complexsentences),Depth (use of superficial vs.
more personalitems), and Accent(degreeofspeechsoundinglile
a native speaker for French description only).
Procedure
The students were tested in two stages. First, they completed
a questionnaire containing the measures of language anxiety and
the French Achievement Test. Administration of this questionnaire took approximately one hour and was conducted in small
groups. Following this, participants were requested to make
appointments for individual testing sessions that also Iasted
approximately one hour. These included the remaining tasks
describedabove,whichwere presentedin oneof24 random orders.
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Results and Discussion
The most general neasure of French achievenent in this
stualy was course grades. There were sigrrificant negative correlations between Grades analscoreson each ofthe Input, Processing
and Output anxiety scales (Table 2). These correlations were
great€r than expected, perhaps partly clue to the short time
between the testing sessions and the final exams (from 1 to 4
weeks).They rnight alsoreflect a self-fi filling prophecy,in which
anxious students first perform poorly early in the course, then
have their anxiety reinforced by continueil poor performance,
leading them to higher levels of anxiety over the final exam and
finally to poor performance on that exam.
Final grades in a conrse may represent, in part, the cu:nulative effects of anxiety on learning throughout an acailemic year.
Thus, the highest correlations between achievement and language
anxiety would be expected on this type of broad-baseil measure.
The rest of the tasks included in this studv are more soecific in

Table 2
Correlatians of Ataiety Scaleswith PerformanceMeasures

-.52*+

_.60**

_.51**

Word Span
I
Score

_.26''.

-.27*

-.2L*

Digit Span
French Digit Span
English Digit Span

-.04
.11

-.03
.L7

-.09
.1 1

T-Scope
French Recognition
I
I
English Recognition
I
French T-Scope Latency

-.07
.10

-.03
.01
.18
.o2

-.r4
.01
.2L*
.01

r/ar

r

Final Course Grades

English T-ScopeLatency

.204

-.o4
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Tablz 2 (conttnwed)
CorreLatians of Arai.ety Scales with Perfonnance Measures

Stage Measure

Input ProcessingOutput

French Achievement
French Achievement Test

-.55**

Paragraph Ttanslation
Paragraph TYanslation Score -.41++
Paired AssociatesLeaming
P
Study Time for Test 1
P
Time to do Test 1
o
Score on Test 1
P
Study Time for Test 2
P
Time to do Test 2
o
Score on Test 2

-.19x

Thing Category
French Categories
o
English Categories
o

-.24+

Cloze Test
O
Cloze Test Score
Self-Description
o
English Description Length
o
French DescriptionLength
o
Overlap

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

French Accent
French Fluency
French SentenceComplexity
French Depth

.2L*
.22+

_.65**
a 1++

_.54*+
aa+*

.27**
.24*
-,23*
.20+
.13
-.11

.09
.11
-.2L+
.09
.08
-.08

-.22*
.L2

-.24*
.05

-.44**

_.45+*

_.49**

.04
-.41**
-.30*+

-.06
_.48**
_.38*+

-.04
_.36**
_.25+4

-.44+*
-.44++
-.53**
-.12

_.40**

_.42+*

.L7
.05

.o2

-.04
English Fluency
English SentenceComplexity -.22*
English Depth
.I7

^n++

t1**

_.48**
-.03

_.50**
-.14

-.03
-.14
.16

-.06
-.2L+
.09

I=Input Task; P=hocessing Task; O=Output Task
lFinal Cource Grades do not represent any one stsge but are based on performance at all three stages.
*p<.05, one tailed. *+p<.01, one tailed.
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nature, representing more subtle elfects of language anxiety
(Horwitz et al., 1986).
Rather than considering each of the stages separately, the
presentation of the resu-lts will consider each of the tasks and,
where appropriate, t,Le interrelation of performance at difrerent
stages. All ofthe correlationsdiscussedbelow appearin Table 2.
In general, it can be seen that each of the six-it€m scales
representing Input, Processing and Output anxiety showeclsiniIar patterns of correlations with each of the specific performance
measures.This likely reflectshigh correlationsand lack ofstrong
di-fferentiation anong these three scales. For clarity, the discussion ofthe specificcorrelations betweenanxiety and each ofthe
performance variables will focus on the anxiety scale associated
with the stage representeclby the variable (e.g.,input anxiety with
input tasks).
Three tagks focused attention primarily on the Input stage
(Word Span,Digit Span,and T-Scope)and sigaificant correlations
with input anxiety were obtained for the Word Span and T-Scope
tasks. The Word Span task shows a significant, negative correlation with input anxiety. Anxious students seem to experience
difficulty holding discrete verbal items in short term memory.
This may explain why anxious students have trouble comprehending long sentences(Horwitz et aI.,1986).It alsosuggeststhat, with
anxious students. a smaller number ofverbal statements enter the
Processing stage.
For the Digit Span test, neither the French nor the English
versions were significantly correlatedwith any ofthe three anxiety
measures. This appears to contradict both the results ofthe Word
Span test and the findings of an earlier study that showed that
memory for numbers in French was inpaired by language anxiety
(Maclntyre & Gardner, 1991b). However,the present Digit Span
test has only halfas many items as that in the previous study, and
this diminished variance ofthe measure might account for the null
result. Further study is required to draw a firm conclusion about
this issue.
The final measureat the Input stage,T-Scope,showsa more
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conplex pattern of anxiety effesbs. A small, positive correlation
was observed between the Input Anxiety scale and the French TScopeLatency, but this scale dicl not correlate with the number of
items correctly iilentified in French. Anxiow studenLsappearedto
be slightly slower to recognizethat a word was being presented in
French, but their accuracy of identffication did not appear to
suffer, given the extra tine devotedto the task. It doesappear that
the time required to recognize even the simplest items is somewhat affected by language anxiety, and this effect probably would
be magrrffied as stimuli becomemore complex.
The Paragraph Tlanslation test score represented the Processing stage. Translation accuracy was sigrrificantly, negatively
correlated with Processing anxiety. Anxious students were not
able to translate the passage as well as dicl their more relaxed
counterparts. The poetic nature ofthis passagerequirecl students
to guess at the meanings of sone terms, and it appears that the
more anxiow gtudents did not guess as often as the more relaxed
ones. This may reflect anxious students' unwillingrress to risk an
incorrecb or incomplete translation: they may avoid responding in
order to avoid guessing.
The Paired Associates task combined measures of the Processing and Output stages. The Processing stage measrr.reswere
tle time taken to study the vocabulary items for both tests and the
time taken to conplete the two tests; the two Output measures
were scoreson each ofthe tests. Three of the four Processing
measures show sig:nificant, positive correlations with processing
anxiety: study time for Test 1, study time for Test 2, and Test 1
latency. Theseresults indicate that more anxiow students tended
to take more time to study the words and to complete the first test.
These effects likely arose because language anxiety interferes
with both encoding anil recall processes. (See Maclntyre &
Gardner, 1991b.) As rnight be expected,scoreson the first test
were negatively correlated with Output anxiety. Thus, even
though anxious students tended to study longer and to take longer
to complete the first test, they obtained Iower scoresthan the more
relaxed students. On the second test, following further study,
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neither Processing nor Output anxiety were significantly correIated with the time taken to complete the test or the scores. Thus,
the extra time spent studying the words eventually paiil offfor the
more anxious stualents.
Taken together, the results from this task seen to indicate
that anxious students are capable of showing high levels of
achievement, given sufficient time to study (cf. Tobias, 1986).
tr\rthermore, when test scores correlated with anxiety, the time
taken to complete the test correlated with anxiety; when the
correlation between anxiety and test scores was nonsignificant,
t,Le correlation between anxiety and test latency was nonsigrrificant. Thesedata support Eysenck's(1979)suggestionthat extra
effort can compensatefor the interference created by anxiety, and
the effect seems to extend to test taking behavior as weII. (See
Sarason,1980,1986.)
These findings also underscore the interdependency among
the stages oflearning found by Maclntyre and Gardner (in press)
who used a paired associates learning task with the same three
stages. They found that anxiety aroused by the introduction of a
video cameraimpaired languagelearning and production. Their
results anal those of the present study clearly show that anxiety
affects language learning at each ofthe three stages and that the
efrects appear cumulative.
Three measuresfocusedon the Output stage:Thin g0atogory
Test, ClozeTest, and Self-Descriptions.In eachcase,significant
negative correlations were observedbetween Output anxiety and
performance at the Output stage. A sigrrificant negative correlation was found between Output anxiety and scoreson the French
version of the Thing Category Test. This seemsto inilicate t,Lat
langu.age anxiety interferes with a stuilenf,s ability to retrieve
appropriate secondlanguage items from memory. Ttre absenceof
a correlation between Output anxiety and performance on the
English version of this test suggeststhat the retrieval difficulties
are restricted to secondlanguage items. These findings replicate
the results of earlier studieg (Maclntyre and Gardner, 1989,
1991b).
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In addition, we found a sigrrificant, negative correlation
between the Cloze Test Score and Output anxiety. As with the
French Thing Category Test, this effect probably results from
interference duringthe searchfor appropriate items from merxlry.
However, the conelation between anxiety and performance on the
Cloze Test (r=-.49) is significantly higher than the correlation of
anxiety with performance on the Thing Category tEst (r=-.24)
(z=2.30,p<.Dl-see Meng, Rosenthal,& Rubin, 1992). Both the
Thing Category Test and the Cloze Test primarily require the
retrieval of appropriate vocabulary items from memory. The
stronger correlations with the Cloze Test may result from its
greater diffrculty and becausethis difficuJty compor:nilsthe effects
of anxiety.
The fina] Output measure involves the participants' SelfDescriptions. The number of ideas expressed in the French
Self-Description was sigrrificantly, negatively correlated with
Output anxiety. This anxiety was not sigrrificantly correlated with
the nu-mberofideas expressedin the English Self-Description. In
addition,the overlapbetweenthe English and French descriptions
was sigrrificantly negatively correlated with Output anxiety.
The length ofthe self-descriptionsand the degreeofoverlap
between the French and English versions may be lower for anxious
students becausethey lack the vocabulary to fully describe themselvesor to repeat items in both languages. This vocabulary deficit
(a]so observed on the Cloze and Thing Category tests) may be
attributable, at least in part, to several anxiety efects. First,
anxiety can disrupt the search for appropriate iterns in memory
and slow the speedof recall during the tineJimited task. Second,
anxious students may possessa smaller vocabulary from which to
draw appropriate responaesand, assuning that students had
equal exposure to the material in the French course,this vocabulary deficit may be parLially attributable to interference from
anxiety during previous attempts at vocabulary learning
(Maclntyre & Gardner, in press). Last, these results for the selfdescriptions 'night indicate that anxious students simply avoid
describing themselves in French with more difficult linguistic
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structures, structures that would be available for the English
version of the task.
Ratings were also made ofthe quality ofthe self-descriptions.
Anxious students were jufued to have lower Fluency, Iower Sentence Complexity, anil less of a French Accent. The only rating for
the English description that reachecl significance suggested a
tendency for anxious students to be rateil Iower in English Sentence Complexity.
Taken together, the results from the self-descriptions suggest
t,Lat anxious students tended to produce shorter descriptions in
French and were either unable or unwilling to attempt to provide
the same items in both languages. F\rrther, there was a lack of a
correlation between the anxiety scales and the length of the
English description, Whereasthe quality ofspokenFrench seems
to be harned by language anxiety, comparable English tasks seem
not to be.
Surnmary
The specific tasks used in this stuily were developed according to Tobias' (1979, 1986)model of learning in order to exarnine
the roots ofthe effects of languageanxiety. Eysenck (1979) suggests that anxiety disrupts cogrritive processingbut that increased
effort can compensat€ for the effects of anxiety on the quality of
i.e.,at Tobias'(1986)Outputstage. Accordobservedperform.ance,
(1979),
most research has concentrateil on the
ing to Eysenck
quality of performance (Output) and assumed that the degree of
effort remains relatively constant (Input, Processing).
The present results demonstrate the value of consiilering
more than just the Output stage. With the T-Scopetask, anxiety
was correlated with longer latencies to categorize the words but
was not associated with the nunber of errors. Thus, anxious
students appearedto be more cautious in making their judgpents,
but this strategy compensated for potential effects on accuracy.
Si.milar results occurred for the Paired AssociatesLearning task.
Neither scoreson the secondtest nor the time required to complete
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it were correlated with language anxiety, Language anxiety was,
however, associated with increaseil time spent in studying the
pairs. The increased effort at the Processing stage during the
learning trials eventually reduced the effecbsof anxiety at the
Output stage.
The mirror image of these resufta can be obeerved for the
Word Span, ClozeTest, Paragraph Translation, SelfDescriptions,
Thing Category and French Achievernent tests. These tests required the stuilents to respond in a fixed anount oftime; increased
effort at the Processing stage (in the form of taking longer to
complete the task) was not possible. For all these measures,
language anxiety was negatively correlated with performance
quality at the Output stage.
Further, the present results support several previous studies
il showing that language anxiety tends to correlat€ with measures
of performance in the second language but not in the native
language (Gardner, 1985; Horwitz et al., 1986; Maclntyre &
Gardner, 1989, 1991b).Ttris study also replicates the findings of
previous studies showing that global assessmentsofproficiency,
such as course grades and standaralized achievement tests, are
negatively associated with anxiety (Horwitz, 1986; Gardner,
Smythe & Lalonde, 1984;Gardner & Maclntyre, 1993b).
The potential effects of language anxiety on cogrritive processingin the secondlanguage appear pervasive and may be quite
subtle. Performance measures that exanine only behavior at the
Output stage may be neglecting the influence of anxiety at earlier
stages as well as ignoring the links among stages. (SeeMaclntyre
& Gardner, in press.) The combined effects oflanguage anxiety at
all tlree stages may be that, compared with relaxed students,
anxious students have a smaller base of secondlangr:age knowlefue and have nore difficulty demonstrating the knowledge that
they do possess.
Revised version acceoted 18 Januarv 1994
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Note
1It should aleo be noted that neither of these studies employed a measure of
language-related anxiety; Ch&stain ( 1976) Etudied test anxiety and Kleinmann
(197?) userl scales offacilitating and <lebilitating anxiety developed by Alpert
and Haber (1960).
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AppendixA: Items for the Input,
Processing,and Output Anxiety Scales
Input Anxiety Scale
I am not bothered by someonespeaking quickly in French.
It doesnot bother me if my French notes are disorganized
before I study them.
I enjoy just listening to someonespeaking French.
I get flustered unless French is spoken very slowly and
deliberately.
I get upset when I read in French because I must read
things again and again.
I get upset when French is spoken too quickly.
Processing An-xiety Scale
Leaming new French vocabulary doesnot worry me, I can
acquire it in no time.
I am anxious with French because.no matter how hard I
try, I have trouble understanding it.

M acl nty re and. Gard.ner

The only time that I feel comfortable during French tests is
when I have had a lot of time to study.
I feel anxious if French class seemsdisorganized.
I am self-confident in by ability to appreciate the meaning
of French dialogue.
I do not worry when I hear new or unfamiliar words, I am
confident that I can understand thern.
Output Anriety Scale
I never feel tense when I have to speak in French.
I feel confrdentthat I can easily use the French vocabulary
that I know in a conversationI may know the proper French expressionbut when I am
nervous itjust won't come out,
I get upset when I know how to communicate sornethingin
French but I just cannot verbalize it.
I never get nervous when writing somethingformy French
class.
When I become andous during a French test, I cannot
remember anything I studied.
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